We propose a high-level approach to program distributed applications; it is based on the annotation future by which the programmer speci es which expressions may be evaluated remotely in parallel. We present the CEKDS-Machine, an abstract machine with a distributed memory, able to evaluate Schemelike future-based programs. In this paper, we focus on the issue of task migration and prove that task migration is transparent to the user, i.e. task migration does not change the observable behaviour of programs.
Introduction
Distributed systems are omnipresent: local area networks and the explosion of the Internet in the past years are particular illustrations of the ubiquity of distributed computing. A major research focus in this area has been the design of new languages or programming paradigms to develop distributed applications, like for instance PVM 8], MPI 6], Nexus 7], Cilk 1] . We argue that those systems were designed in the perspective of building high-performance distributed applications, and that they favour e ciency over ease of programming. Therefore, these languages or paradigms overwhelm the programmer with the burden of dealing with the complexity of distribution. Some approaches even impose programming styles, with which the programmer may not be familiar; e.g. Cilk 1] demands programs written in continuation-passing style.
Mostly functional languages like Scheme and SML have traditionally provided the programmer with abstraction, expressiveness, rst-class citizenship of objects, and automatic garbage collection. We believe that there is a niche for a high-level approach to distributed computing. Following Halstead's work on MultiLisp 9] , we extend a Scheme-like language with an annotation future by which the programmer speci es which expressions may be evaluated in parallel, possibly remotely. By de nition, annotations must be transparent, i.e. annotated programs should return the same result as in the absence of annotations. This approach is abstract because it hides the intricacies of distribution by giving the programmer the illusion that a distributed system is programmable as a sequential one.
In order to set the framework, we consider the idealised Scheme-like language de ned in Figure 1 . It is a purely functional language, extended with a primitive makeref to create boxes, with primitives deref; setref! to read and modify them, and with a primitive callcc to capture rst-class continuations. In addition, there is a construct (future M) to create a producer-consumer type of parallelism 9]. Intuitively, the evaluation of (future M) immediately returns an object called placeholder, while another task evaluates the argument M in parallel. The purpose of the latter task, called the producer, is to compute and then store the value of M in the placeholder. The task using the placeholder is called the consumer. Some so-called strict primitives can introduce synchronisations between the two tasks by requiring the actual value of the placeholder. For a long time, this approach has been characterised by a lack of formal semantics due to the di culty of providing transparent annotations for parallelism in the presence of rst-class continuations and side-e ects. Recently, the author 18] de ned the semantics of future for the language of Figure 1 . The goal of this paper is to extend this semantics to a distributed framework and to prove its correctness.
More speci cally, the contributions of this paper are the following. i) We de ne a distributed architecture able to evaluate future-based programs; ii) We prove that task migration is transparent to the programmer, i.e. task migration does not change the observable behaviour of programs; iii) This result, combined with 18], establishes that future is a transparent annotation for distributed computing. The architecture is described in Section 2, and its proof of correctness appears in Section 3. Section 4 discusses related work and is followed by concluding remarks. Appendix A contains the proof of a major Lemma.
The Architecture
In this section, we present the CEKDS-Machine, an abstract machine with a distributed store, which extends Felleisen and Friedman's CEK and CEKS machines 3, 4] , and the F-PCKS-machine 18]; its state space is formally described in Figure 2 .
Some operations like deref, i.e. reading the content of a box, are rather complex. Indeed, as deref is strict 1 , it touches its argument; it also checks whether it is legitimate to access the content of the box received in argument; and nally, deref reads the box content. In order to distinguish these three operations, we add two primitives touch and sync to cekds , the language accepted by the CEKDS-machine; besides, we translate every program of f into a term of cekds by the function X ] ] of Figure 2 , which makes the touch and sync operations explicit.
In our distributed architecture, computational resources are called sites and are uniquely identi ed by site names. A site has its own memory and can run several tasks that share the site memory. A world is the set of sites that can be used to evaluate a program; sites in a world communicate by exchanging messages. More speci cally, in a site, we distinguish active tasks, i.e. tasks that can be run, from suspended tasks, i.e. tasks that wait for a message or a synchronisation. As far as communications are concerned, a site is equipped with two spools of messages: the input spool contains pending input messages, and the output spool contains the messages that remain to be transmitted. Our distributed memory model allows us to regard a network of workstations as a world, with each workstation as a site, and threads as tasks; alternatively, a world can be an SP2, whose nodes are the di erent sites.
A store is a nite function, also represented as a set of pairs, associating locations with store contents. In our distributed architecture, each site has its own procedure of memory allocation, and its proper task naming mechanism. Hence, we use the notion of quali ed location or task name, to unambiguously refer to a location or a task in the world. We now appreciate how the uniquess of site names is important to de ne Explicit translation: X : f ! cekds X car] ] = x:(car (touch x)) X cdr] ] = x:(cdr (touch x)) X deref] ] = x:(deref (sync (touch x))) X setref!] ] = x1x2:(setref! (sync (touch x1)) x2) X (future M)] ] = (future X M] ]) X (M1 M2)] ] = ( m1m2:((touch m1) m2)) X M1] ] X M2] ] X ( x:M)] ] = ( x: We abstract a task by a triple composed of a computational state, a legitimacy 13] used to implement rst-class continuations and side-e ects, and a name. A computational state is a con guration of the CEKmachine 3], which can be either EvhM; ; i representing the evaluation of a term M in an environment with a continuation , or RethV; i meaning the return of a value to a continuation. In Figure 3 , transitions between computational states specify how to evaluate the purely functional and sequential subset of the language extended with rst-class continuations; details can be found in 3, 18, 19, 17] . Figure 4 shows the transitions that involve a collaboration of a task with its site. According to (fork), the evaluation of a future allocates a new placeholder ph and creates a new task, with a name 1 , which speculatively evaluates the continuation of future with the placeholder ph. After transition, the initial task evaluates the argument of future. We shall explain later the purpose of the legitimacies`and`1.
A new box can be created by applying the functional constant makeref on a value. As a result, a new location is allocated in the local store, and a new box object, which refers to the new location and the site name, i.e. the quali ed location, is returned as value to the call to makeref. In order to illustrate the behaviour of the machine, we consider the operation of reading a box, which will lead us to explain some rules of Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7; similar comments apply to box modi cation. A task considers that a box is local if the site name held in the box is the name of the current site. According to (deref local) in Figure 4 , if the box is local, the value contained in the local store at the given location can be returned. Otherwise, rule (deref remote) adds to the output spool a request addressed to the site that allocated the box; in addition, the task is suspended, which is modelled by its transfer from the set T of runnable tasks to the set S of suspended tasks. We represent requests as triples composed of the destination site, the quali ed name of the requesting task, and the message itself describing the type of the request. In the present case, the message deref( ) means that the distant site is asked to supply the content of location .
Sites communicate according to the rules of Figure 5 . In rule (migrate request), two sites exchange requests by moving them from the output spool of the source site to the input spool of the destination site. Figure 6 shows how a site handles incoming requests. In the case of rule (request deref ), the content of the location is packaged up into an answer which must return back to the task that initiated the request; we can again see the interest of the quali ed task name which indicates the name of the site that emitted the request. The answer is entered in the output spool and is migrated, like a request, by rule (migrate answer). Figure 7 shows the rules that handle incoming answers. The arrival of the answer deref(V ) awakens the task waiting for this answer by transferring it back to the set of runnable tasks, with the value V as the content of the box.
Although rule (fork) allows us to create new tasks on the current site, we do not know how tasks can be created on remote sites. In Figure 5 , rule (migrate task) shows that a task may be migrated from a site 1 running more that one active task to a site 2 without any active task. We see that a task is migrated by transferring its computational state, i.e. among others its continuation, and its legitimacy.
As indicated by rule (fork), the e ect of evaluating (future M) is to allocate a placeholder that a new task speculatively passes to its continuation. The original task, which evaluates the argument M, acts as a producer for the placeholder value, while the speculative task acts as a consumer; hence, we say that future introduces a \produce-consumer" type fo parallelism 9].
A producer task has obtained the value V of a future argument, when V is returned to a continuation code of the form ( det ph;`); the producer task is then expected to store V in the placeholder ph; this operation is called determining the placeholder. Depending on whether the current task is running on the site where the placeholder was allocated, rules (determine local) or (determine remote) take care of assigning the value V to the placeholder ph. However, placeholders are not boxes because they are de ned as datastructures that can receive at most one value 9]. As opposed to conventional languages, the language f we deal with has rst-class continuations which allow the programmer to write expressions that \return" multiple values; in other words, in f , di erent values can be passed to the same continuation. As a result, we distinguish the case where a placeholder is not assigned, in rules (determine local) and (request det rst), from the case where it is already assigned, rules (determine localn) and (request det mult). In the former case, the placeholder is updated and the producer task ends its evaluation. In the latter case, the value is returned to the continuation of future, as if no future had existed, following Katz and Weise's implementation 13, 2, 18]. Let us observe that transitions are atomically executed in order to ensure a sound behaviour of (determine local) and (determine localn). The consumer task of a placeholder can synchronise with the producer task by using strict primitives. Strict primitives require their arguments to be proper values, i.e. values di erent from placeholders; strict primitives are said to touch their argument. The translation X makes the touch action explicit by the call to touch, whose purpose is to return a proper value. We use an auxiliary function ltouch, displayed in Figure 2 , which touches a value with respect to a local store of a site s. The function ltouch can return three results: a proper value, an unresolved placeholder that was allocated on site s, or a placeholder that was allocated on a di erent site. In the rst case, the touch operation succeeds (touch local); in the second case, the task is suspended as long as the placeholder remains undetermined (touch suspend); in the third case, a request rtouch( ) is sent to the remote site (touch remote). The remote site behaves similarly: it can return a proper value, suspend the request, or pass it to another site. Tasks or requests that are suspended when touching a placeholder are reactivated when this placeholder gets determined, cfr. (determine local) or (request det rst); reactivated tasks are moved to the set of runnable tasks, while reactivated requests are moved to the input spool. Let us observe that the touch operation can initiate exchanges of messages between sites; as soon as a proper value is found, it is directly returned back to the site that started the operation, thanks to hf hC;`; i g T ; ; s; S; I; Oi !s hf hC1;`; i g T; ; s; S; I; Oi if C !cek C1 Figure 4 : Site Transitions fhf hC1;`1; 1i g T1; ; s1; S1; I1; O1i; h;; 2; s2; S2; I2; O2ig W (migrate task) !c fhT1; ; s1; S1; I1; O1i; hf hC1;`1; 2i g; 2; s2; S2; I2; O2ig W if T1 6 = ;; with 2 6 2 FN(S2) fhT1; 1; s1; S1; I1; f Reqhs2; h 3; s3i; rci g O1i; hT2; 2; s2; S2; I2; O2ig W (migrate request) !c fhT1; 1; s1; S1; I1; O1i; hT2; 2; s2; S2; f Reqhs2; h 3; s3i; rci g I2; O2ig W fhT1; 1; s1; S1; I1; f Ansh 2; s2; aci g O1i; hT2; 2; s2; S2; I2; O2ig W (migrate answer) !c fhT1; 1; s1; S1; I1; O1i; hT2; 2; s2; S2; f Ansh 2; s2; aci g I2; O2ig W In their absence, the following programs become non-deterministic by the possible interleavings introduced by parallelism. callcc k:(cons (future (k 1)) (future (k 2))) ! 1; 2; or (cons ph ph 0 ) (let (x (makeref 1)) (cons (future (begin (setref! x (+ (deref x) 1)) (deref x))) (begin (setref! x (+ (deref x) 1)) (deref x)))) ! (cons 2 2); (cons 2 3); (cons 3 2); or (cons 3 3) Non-determinism is contrary to the idea that future is an annotation. Following Katz and Weise 13], we use a notion of legitimacy to keep track of the control ow that would exist if evaluation was sequential. An initial legitimacy is allocated when we start to evaluate a program, and each new task is given a new legitimacy. Legitimacies, like placeholders, are datastructures whose only slot can receive one value at most; unlike placeholders, legitimacies are not rst-class values. When a placeholder gets determined, the consumer task becomes dependent on the value of the placeholder; hence, the legitimacy of the producer task, recorded in the continuation ( det ph`), is stored into the legitimacy of the consumer task. As evaluation proceeds, chains of legitimacies get formed into memory. We de ne a relation`1 ; s `2 stating that there is a path from legitimacy`1 to legitimacy`2 in the local store of site s, which means that control has owed from a task with legitimacy`2 to a task with legitimacy`1.
As we want future to be an annotation, every program should return the result that it would produce when evaluated sequentially in the absence of future. The solution adopted in our semantics is to perform causally-dependent 22] box accesses in the same order as in a sequential implementation; the solution relies on legitimacies. The translation of the primitive deref, x:(deref (sync (touch x))), touches and then applies sync on its argument. The primitive sync behaves as the identity function if the legitimacy of the current task leads to the legitimacy associated with the box. In other words, sync acts as a synchronisation barrier by ensuring that all accesses to the box (read or write) that a sequential implementation would have performed before the current access are actually done in the parallel machine, and all accesses that a sequential implementation would perform after the current one remain be performed by the parallel machine. The primitive sync suspends a task that illegitimatelytries to access a box; it will be reactivated by (determine local) or (request det rst).
In order to determine when a computation ends, the initial con guration contains a box aimed at receiving the nal value. Consistent box accesses guarantee that the box will receive the legitimate nal value (if there exists one).
It should be observed that using legitimacies to synchronise box accesses does not impose a total order on those operations, but a partial order. This property ensures that parallelism can exist for programs written in a mostly-functional style, where one generally considers that side-e ects are performed locally in di erent modules or functions. We now have all the components to de ne an evaluation relation that associates programs with their observable behaviour. We de ne a function Unload that replaces each function, box, or continuation by a tag; in addition, Unload touches every placeholder appearing in the result. As values can be spread over di erent sites, the Unload function takes the world in argument.
Divergence should be de ned with the greatest care, because future has the ability to create new tasks, but the scheduler may elect to evaluate any of them. One task only is mandatory; all the others are speculative.
A task with legitimacy`is mandatory if`leads to the initial legitimacy`0 in the current world W, which is written`; W`0 . Figure 8 de nes the relation ! n;m ds 5] to denote reductions that involve n steps among which m are mandatory. According to the evaluation relation eval ds , a program is said to be divergent, i.e. its value is ?, if it leads to an in nite transition sequence that regularly often contains mandatory transitions. Such a de nition ensures that a program like callcc k:(cons (future (k 1)) ) is associated with the value 1, even though it can generate an unbounded number of speculative transitions to evaluate the divergent term . We can see that our semantics does not specify the scheduling strategy completely; it only requires that mandatory tasks should be executed regularly often, and mandatory requests and answers should be propagated and handled regularly. Input and output spools can be implemented as follows: each site has an output queue per other remote site, with which it can communicate, and a single input queue. Communication fairness is ensured if each site regularly often accepts a message from any other remote site.
Correctness
In this Section, we prove the correctness of the CEKDS-machine. Our proof establishes that process migration is transparent to the user. For this purpose, we introduce the CEKSS-machine, which is also an extension of the CEK-machine, but with a shared store. Essentially, it is a downgraded CEKDS-machine where tasks cannot migrate.
De nition 1 (CEKSS Machine) A con guration of the CEKSS machine is a triple hT; ; Si, where T is a set of active tasks, the shared store, S the set of suspended tasks. As such a con guration is a site of the CEKDS-machine without message spools, transition rules are immediately derived 2 from those of Figure 4 . The evaluation relation eval ss is easily derived from eval ds . 2 Soundness of the CEKSS-machine comes from Theorem 1. Administrative transitions enjoy a commutativity property speci ed in Lemma 4. Before stating this property, we associate each transition of the CEKDS-machine with the quali ed name of a task.
De nition 3 A transition concerns a task h ; si if the transition is applied directly to a task name on a site s, or if it is applied to a request or answer on behalf of a task on a site s. 2 Lemma 4 (Commutativity) Let tr 1 be any transition concerning a task h 1 ; s 1 i, and let tr 2 be an Atransition concerning a task h 2 ; s 2 i, with h 1 ; s 1 i 6 = h 2 ; s 2 i. For any W 0 ; W 2 , there exists W 1 such that W 0 ! tr1 ds W 1 ! tr2 ds W 2 i there exists W 0 1 such that W 0 ! tr2 ds W 0 1 ! tr1 ds W 2 . 2 Proof of Lemma 4
Immediate because tr 1 and tr 2 concern di erent tasks and tr 2 is an A-transition independent of the store: whatever tr 1 does, it will not change the rability of tr 2 . 2
The proof technique involves a translation of a CEKDS-machine world, which has empty spools, into a con guration of the CEKSS-machine.
De nition 5 An empty-spool world of the CEKDS-Machine is a con guration where all input and output spools of all sites are empty. 2 De nition 6 (Translation to the CEKSS-machine) Let W = fm 1 ; : : :; m n g with m i = hT i ; i ; s i ; S i ; ;; ;i be an empty-spool world of the CEKDS-machine. The translation of W to a con guration of the CEKSS-machine is de ned as W] ] = hT; ; Si, where T = T (T 1 ; s 1 )] ] : : : T (T n ; s n )] ] = 1 : : : n S = S (S 1 ; s 1 )] ] : : : S (S n ; s n )] ] with T T; s] ] = fhC;`; h ; sii; hC;`; i 2 Tg, and T S; s] ] = fhC;`; h ; sii; hC;`; i 2 Sg.
The global store is de ned as the coalesced sum of the n local stores. The injection function in s is de ned as follows: in s ( ) = s if = 1 : : : s : : : n . By convention, we write: (a) = V; if a = h ; si; and in s ( )( ) = V . 2
The following Lemma shows that non administrative transitions of the CEKDS-machine correspond to transitions of the CEKSS-machine.
Lemma 7 Let W 0 be an empty-spool world, and let W 0 ! ds W 1 ! ds : : : ! ds W i be a transition sequence such that W i?1 ! ds W i is the rst transition di erent from an A-transition. Then, there exists an emptyspool world W e such that: W 0 ! + ds W e with transitions that only concern a single task h ; si; W 0 ] ] ! ss W e ] ]. 2
Proof of Lemma 7
Proof appears in Appendix A. 2 The soundness of the CEKDS-machine is estalished by proving that the evaluation relations eval ds and eval ss are the same. Let us prove, that there is a nal world W 0 f , such that W 0 ! ds W 0 f , and such that W 0 ] ] ! ss W 0 f ] ], from which we immediately derive that eval ss (P) = V . We proceed by induction on the length of the reduction.
If all transitions are A-transitions, then W 0 is also a nal con guration, and so is W 0 ] ]; therefore, Second, let us prove that for any program P in 0 f , if eval ss (P) = V then eval ds (P) = V . Indeed, if we forbid the migration of tasks by (migrate task), the CEKDS-machine can exactly simulate a CEKSS-machine. The local store of the rst site becomes the shared site of the CEKSS-machine, and all transitions of the CEKSS-machine are also transitions of the CEKDS-machine. 2 As a result, from Theorem 2, we can conclude that task migration is transparent to the user, because migrating tasks over di erent sites does not change the evaluation relation. In 18], we proved that eval fpcks is a total function equivalent to the sequential evaluation function of the language f . Consequently, from Theorems 1 and 2, we conclude that eval ds is a total evaluation function compatible with the sequential semantics. Hence, future can be regarded as a transparent annotation for distribution.
Discussion and Related Work
This paper builds upon previous work about annotations for parallelism in functional languages. For a long time, research has focused on implementation issues and e cient designs 13, 2, 26, 12, 11, 9, 16] . Parallelism by annotations has been formalised recently only. Flanagan and Felleisen 5] have de ned the semantics of future in a purely functional language. The author 17, 18] has proposed a semantic framework for continuations and side-e ects in a language with the annotations pcall, fork, and future. This paper is the rst to propose a formal semantics for futures, side-e ect, rst-class continuations, and distribution. Our research is part of the Denton Project which aims at building a Virtual Multicomputer 20] , which provides a soft architecture to support distributed applications, transcending the details of hardware architecture. The \distribution by annotation" paradigm is our contribution to this virtual multiprocessor, which provides the user with the view that a distributed network of computers is programmable as a sequential processor.
Both compile-time and runtime improvements could boost the performance of our architecture. The semantics that we propose is a dynamic semantics, and there are lots of opportunities to improve it using static analysis. Flanagan and Felleisen's 5] touch analysis remove provably redundant touch operations in purely functional future-based programs, using a set-based analysis 10]; extending their analysis to sidee ects and rst-class continuations would be desirable for the CEKDS-machine. Similarly, an analysis removing unnecessary sync operations would greatly reduce the cost of synchronisations associated with side-e ects.
As far as the runtime system is concerned, a realistic implementation needs a distributed garbage collection; the approach \garbage collecting the world" 14], and its variant 21] appear to be suitable candidates. Similarly, we have to address the issue of process collection. Miller's MultiScheme 15] task collection is done during garbage collection: a task can be reclaimed if the placeholder that it determines is accessible from the gc roots.
According to Figure 4 , every future creates a new task on the current site. This process creation strategy is usually referred to as eager task creation 9, 16, 2]. However, future-based programs can generate far more tasks than the number of sites in a CEKDS-world. In order to avoid the expensive cost of task creation, a lazy task creation 16, 2] strategy has been proposed: it postpones the creation of a task until a processor is ready to run it. A simple modi cation of our rules could make this strategy explicit. Though rule (migrate task) does not enforce any migration strategy, we think that task stealing 1, 2] would be appropriate; according to this strategy, a processor that becomes idle steals a task from a heavily loaded processor.
Queinnec's ICSLA 25, 22, 24, 23 ] is a dialect of Lisp o ering primitives for parallelism (essentially like a fork), transparent migration of objects, and maintenance of their cache coherence over the network. Queinnec's purpose is di erent from ours: as he does not rely on transparent annotations, he does not preserve the sequential meaning of programs. However, he proposes a caching mechanism which is certainly lacking in our CEKDS machine. Although his notion of coherency is not suitable to the CEKDS machine because it is not relative to the sequential evaluation, the protocol that he proposes with lazy propagation of updated values is an interesting technique that would be worth investigating for our semantics.
Conclusion
Traditional approaches to distributed computing favour high-performance over ease of programming. We believe that there is a need for a high-level paradigm to program distributed systems. By supplying transparent annotations to create remote computations, we provide the programmer with the illusion that a distributed system is programmable like a sequential one, because the runtime system itself takes care of task and data migrations, race conditions, or critical sections. This paper is the rst step in this direction: we propose an abstract machine with a distributed store and prove that task migration is transparent to the user. Work is under way to re ne this semantics and to precisely investigate the issue of data migration and distributed garbage collection within this framework.
A Proof of Lemma 7
Let W i be the rst world obtained by a non A-transition. Let us consider the contents of all spools in W i :
There is at most one answer in W i . Indeed, answers are produced by non A-transitions. As W 0 has empty spools, two or more answers would be produced by two or more non A-transitions, which contradicts the fact that W i is the rst world obtained after a non A-transition. All requests in W i come from A-transitions like, for instance, { (deref-remote) followed by (migrate-request). Let us assume that the transition W i?1 ! ds W i concerns a task h ; si. By the Commutativity Lemma 4, there exists a world W 0 i such that W 0 ?! + W i & + W 0 i % where the transitions W 0 ! + ds W 0 i are the ones in W 0 ! + ds W i that concern the task h ; si, and the transitions W 0 i ! ds W i are those of W 0 ! + ds W i that do not concern the task h ; si. As W 0 is an empty-spool world, W 0 i has also empty spools except if the non A-transition in W 0 ! + ds W 0 i generates an answer. Therefore, we de ne W e as W 0 i if W 0 i is an empty-spool world; otherwise, W e is the rst empty-spool world such that W 0 i ! ds W e by transitions 3 that concern the task h ; si. If there is a single transition between W 0 and W e , it also applies between W 0 ] ] and W e ] ]. For instance, we consider the case of (determine local); other cases are treated in a similar way. In W 0 , there is a site s such that:
hfhRethV; ( det ph;`1)i;`; ig T ; ; s; S; ;;;i 3 Typically, the transitions that lead to We are (migrate-anwer) followed by (answer . . . ). !s 8 > > < > > : hT1; 1; s;S1; ;; ;i with 1 = 1 := V ] 2 :=`] if ph = hph 1; si;`1 = hleg 2; si; ( 1) = ? with T1 = T T2; S1 = S n T2; with T2 = fhRethph;( 0 fun touch)i;`0; 0 i 2 Sg fhReth`1;( 0 fun leg(`2))i;`0; 0 i 2 Sg Therefore the translation of the left-hand and right-hand sides give:
hfhRethV; ( det ph;`1)i;`; ig T ; ; Si !ss 8 > > < > > : hT1; 0 ; S1i with 0 = h 1; si := V ] h 2; si :=`] if ph = hph 1; si;`1 = hleg 2; si; (h 1; si) = ? with T1 = T T2; S1 = S n T2; with T2 = fhRethph;( 0 fun touch)i;`0; 0 i 2 Sg fhReth`1;( 0 fun leg(`2))i;`0; 0 i 2 Sg If there are several transitions between W 0 and W n , the following table shows the corresponding transition between W 0 ] ] and W e ] ]. By convention, we write (seq) if the sequence of transitions seq can appear 0 or more times; we write (tr) 0;1 when the transition tr appears at most once.
!ds-transition sequence !ss-transition No other transition sequence is possible. Indeed, for a task h ; si, a transition of the type (...remote), is necessarily followed by a (migrate-request) which transfers the request to the input spool of the destination site. There, the input request can be handled in three di erent ways: 1. The request can be suspended; 2. The request can refer to a remote object; hence, a new request in entered in the ouptut spool, which will necessary be handled my (migrate request), and we are back to the same situation; 3. The request can be treated locally and the result is packaged up into an answer entered in the output spool, which will be migrated by (migrate answer), and the answer treated by (answer . . . ).
